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FLAT MESH PROFILE
ASAPFM1280

MESH TILE INFORMATION

Asap mesh tiles can be formed in various options to suit all your needs , from a raft ceiling system to a lay in grid system we can help with all options
.
Asap has a wide range of mesh patterns to choose from ,diamond , square ,hexagonal designs in a raised or flat option .

Whichever mesh you choose each profile will give you either an open or closed look which is why it is important to choose the right mesh before 
design . Example -for corridor areas ,the mesh can be manufactured so the longest part of the diamond is the width of the corridor ,giving you the
effect of a closed mesh , or you can turn the orientation to the smallest dimensions on the mesh which will give you an open look .

Mesh is great at giving you various looks , from industrial open look to a fake looking perforated ceiling tile . Mesh gives a better air flow within
buildings.

Lighting is also an integral part of any ceiling system and using mesh we can integrate all your lighting needs.

Acoustic values – although mesh will not give you a high rating on its own we can offer an acoustic pad or foam membrane to help with these
issues .

Unlike perforated ceiling tiles mesh does not generate the same waste .Mesh is slit and pulled to get the desired pattern therefore a more
desirable eco sustainable product .

FINISHES
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MESH PRODUCT INFORMATION

PROFILE:

LONG WAY PITCH:

SHORTWAY PITCH:

STRAND WIDTH:

STRAND THICKNESS: 

MATERIAL:

OPEN AREA :

Diamond

24.38MM 

7.11MM 

2.39MM 

1.14MM 

STEEL

60 %

SYSTEMS AVAILABLE 
LAY ON - HOOK ON - HOOK ON LAY ON - GRID SYSTEM - 

RAFT - BESPOKE INSTALLATION (on request)

We advise PPC powder coated finish as there are many colours , from whites to grey , blacks to blue right up to your neon yellows , whatever you
require, we can help . 

For more technical information and mesh samples please contact the sales team.


